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ATTCJDANCE AND OHPATIZATICW OF UOEK

Opening of the meeting (agenda item 1)

1.
The Sleeting of Officials from Eastern and Southern African States concerning
the Finalization of the Draft Treaty for the Establishment of a Preferential
Trade Area for Eastern am! Southern African States which was held in Addis Ababa,
Socialist Ethiopia, fron 1?. to 16 May 1981 was formally opened by Comrade TJollie
Chekol, rdnister of Forei?^ Trade of Socialist Ethiopia.
The Executive Secretary
of the Economic Commission for Africa, Professor Adebayo Adedeji,also delivered
an opening

statement.

Attendance

2.
The meeting was attended by officials from the following member States of the subregion:
Angola. Botswana, theComoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
TIauritius, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Upanda, Gambia
and Zimbabwe.
3.
Also present at the meeting were observers from Rwanda, South West Africa
People's Organization (STJAPO) and the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development.

(UNCTAD)

Election of officers (agenda item 2)
4.
It was decided that as this meeting was a continuation of the eighth meeting of
the Intergovernmental Wegotiatin?; Team held at Maseru from 12 to 22 January 1981,
its Bureau irould be composed in the same way as that of the latter.
The following
Bureau was accordingly elected.

Chairman

Sir. J.K. Hollo (Lesotho)

Vice-Chairman

!:Tr« -..S..D.. .-Saxtega. (Uganda)

Rapporteur

?4r. A.B. Itoakijungu (Tanzania) .

B.

ACT^JDA (agenda item 3)

5.

After some discussion,

.v-

■,

the neetin^ adopted the following agenda:

(1)

Opening of the meeting

(2)

Election of officers

(3)

Adoption of the agenda

(4)

Consideration of outstanding issues,

I.

.

_

:

including;

Institutions of the Preferential Trade Areas with specific

reference to streamlining and rationalizing the institutions
of the PTA (Articles5-11 of the Draft Treaty).
II.

Tribunal of the Preferential Trade Area (Article 11 of the
Draft Treaty), with specific reference to document ECAMJLPOC/
Lusaka/PTA/IX/2 on the Praft Chartp.r of the Tribunal.
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III.

IV.
,.

.

.

Internal legislation, with specific reference to the issue

relatir^ to the provision for the protection of infant
industries (Article 19 of the ^raft Treaty).

Re-export of goods aud transit facilities (Article 20 of
Draft Treaty), with specific reference to the issue relating
to the status of the ''Free Port1

V,

of Djibouti.

Relations between the PTA and other multinational co-operation
arrangements with specific reference to Article 43 of the

Draft Treaty.

VI.

Proposal to include a net/Article 51 in the Draft.Treaty which

would provide for the: right of any member State not to

observe the provisions of the Treaty in relation to some

member States, under certain conditions.

VII.

Clearing and Payments Arrangements (Annex VI), with specific

reference to the definition of 'Services1', and the secretariat's
study on this matter (Document ECA/NULPOC/Lusaka/PTA/IZ/4) t

VIII.

BLS Protocol (Annex Til)

■ IX.
-

Consideration■dfithe Report of the Meeting of Experts from
Ministries of Finance and Central ?,anks of Eastern and Southern

African States concerning the Establishment df an Eastern
and Southern African Development Bank.

X.

Consideration of the Structure of the PTA secretariat and
a formula for determining contributions by member States to the

annual budget of the PTA secretariat.

(5)

Items left over from the Eighth INT Meetin? in Maseru and whic
not passed on to the Joint Session of the Fourth meeting of the

Lusaka MULPOC Council of Hlnisters and the Second Extraordinary
Conference of Ministers of:Trade, Finance and Planning.

C.

(6)

Any other business

(7)

Adoption of the Report and recommendations for submission to the

Resumed Session of the Enlarged Conference of Ministers of Trade,.
Finance and Planning to be held in Addis Ababa from 18 to 21 May 1981.

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

6. In welcoming the delegates, Comrade t'ollie Chekol, Minister of Foreign Trade
of Socialist Ethiopia commended the officials from -Eastern and Southern African

States for the achievements made so far and hoped that the spirit of co-operation
that has always guided their deliberations would continue to prevail at this very
important meeting He pointed otit that the establishment of k PTA for this
subrepion would form a sound basis for subrerjional and regional co-operation and that
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the PTA itself was a first step towards the creation of a subrepional common
market and eventually an economic community as called for in the Lagos Plan

of Action. He expressed the hope that this session would finalize the
negotiations and open the way for meaningful subrep;ional co-operation. To■' '
this end, he stressed the need for the officials to make concrete recommendations
to the Resumed Session of the Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and
Planning.

7.

The Executive Secretary of ECA, Professor Adebayo Adedeji, gave a detailed

account of the negotiations undertaken so far by the Intergovernmental Negotiating
Team and outlined some of the achievements that had been made since 1978. He
drew attention to the fact that the delegates were now meeting to finalize the
negotiations and that the basis thereof had been well prepared, in that consensus
had been reached on most articles and protocols of the Draft Treaty at various

meetings of the INT held respectively in Mbabane, Addis Ababa, Luanda,
Addis Ababa, Gaborone, Addis Ababa and ?*aseru.

8.

He also highlighted the outstanding issues which were on the agenda of the

meeting and requested the delegates to demonstrate their willingness to
co-operate and compromise with a view to reaching consensus on all pending issues
so as to make firm and positive recommendations to the Resumed Session of the

Enlarged Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning due to be held
at Addis Ababa from 18 to 21 May 1981.

Consideration of the Institutions of the PTA with specific reference to
.streamlining and rationalizing them (Art. 5-11 of the Draft Treaty)
Consideration of the Structure of the PTA secretariat and a formula for
determining contributions by member States to the annual budget of the
PTA secretariat,
(agenda items 4(1) and (XI)

9.

To provide a basis for the consideration of this item, the Secretariat was

requested to introduce the paper on the structure of the PTA Secretarial

(Document IXA/?!ULP0C/Lusaka/PTA/IX/5) and accordingly did so.

The study covered

a proposed organizational structure of the PTA Secretariat, the financial
requirements and the formula for determining the contribution by the member
States to the annual budget of the PTA.

10.

In reviewing the study, some delegations felt that these institutions were

necessary for the operation of PTA and, therefore, member States should subscribe
to these institutions. Some other delegation expressed the view that the proposed
structure of the PTA secretariat was top-heavy and bureaucratic. They suggested
that this structure should be established in stages to achieve economy and the

budget of the Secretariat critically examines so as to avoid member States being
burdened with unnecessarily heavy expenses. In this connexion, some delegations
felt that there was no need for divisions of transport and communications and agriestSfffthSn^S^HJS Rhe,f}r3t,:Phase9 and that the first concern should be the
establishment of a Trade Division for the promotion of subreglonal trade.

11.

Two other delegations stated that since they Hid not receive the documents

in time, they were unable to obtain their government's views on this study.
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12.
A number of delegations were of the view that 1979 GW per capita and
subregional export figures would have been more appropriate than the 1976 ones

which had be^n used in the Secretariat's paper for the purpose of determining the

contributions by the member States, to the annual budget of the PTA.
In this
connexion, the Secretariat explained that the latest data on intra-subregional
trade available in respect of most countries were those of. 1976 and that the
question of which alternative should be used in determining the contributions
by member States to the budget x-ras left to the meeting of Officials to decide.

13.

Furthermore, several delegations felt that the budgetary, provision for the

administration

'ivision was excessive.

14. In order to tackle in a comprehensive way the issues raised by the,various
delegations,, it was agreed to set up a Committee comprising of.Uganda (Chairman),
Angola, Kenya, Lesotho, Mozambique3 Tanzania and Zambia, tp examine the structure
of the PTA Secretariat and the formula/for determining contributions by member
States towards the budget of the PTA Secretariat, on the basis of the proposals

contained in tha Secretariat1 o study, and report to the meeting accordingly,,
15.
In reporting to the raceting, the Chairman of the Committee stressed that
general consensus had been .reached among members of the Committee to the
effect that?
.
, ■ ,
■

(a)

there was need to have a small, efficient and effective PTA
secret&iiat with some flexibility

(b)

the structure of the PTA should be tailored to the availability of
financial resources asT well as: the ability of member States to make'7
contributions to the budget of these institutions'

(c)

the structures to be created should take into consideration the

\

availability, and especially the serious shortage of^skilled
ma: power within

the Eastern and Southern African States;

(d) . i,n. exarcininq; the. structures of the secretariat more emphasis should

be put on identifying priority structures and activities.of the PTA°

(e)

there ±3 need to take recognition of the fact that member States of'

the ■ ^I'h-r^ici are at different levels of * social and economic
development;

(f)

aid

mo-jG cuphasis should be put on the promotion of intra-subregional trade.

16. Bearing in ntind the above considerations, the Committee accepted the proposed
PTA structure in Annex I and recoisnentfed that the other institutions such as
the Authority, Council of Ministers, Tribunal and Technical and Specialized
Committees be shown in the chart contained in Annex I.
The members of the
Committee further agreed to recommend that the number of staff be trimmed down
from 55 to 35 as follows for the year 1982:

(i)

in the office of Secretary General the posts of Deputy Secretary
General, Le*al Officer
be taken out*

(F3) an^ Secretary

(class four)

should
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(ii)

in the Administration Division, the posts of Personnel Officer (P3) -,
Personnel Assistant (GS.3), Administrative Assistant (GS.8),
Secretary (class 3), Secretary (OF 7)5 and 2 cleaners (OS.2) should
be taken out:

(iii)

(iv)

Trade, Monetary and Customs Division'
In this Division the posts
on Research Assistant (GS.8) and Secretary (GS,7) should be taken out:
in the Transport and Communications Division it was agreed to retain the
post of Director of Division, one post of Research Assistant (CS.8)
and one Secretary (GS.7).
A nev7 post of Senior Transport and
Communications Expert (P4) should be create.?.

(v)

Agriculture and Industry Division?
It was agreed to retain the posts
of Senior Agricultural Expert (P4), Senior Industrial Expert (P4)
and that of one Secretary

(GS.7)

17.
The Chairman of the Committee informed the Plenary that as a result of
the reduction in the number of staff,the budget proposed for 1982 would be reduced

by about $300 000. This figure was the sum of about $130 000 salary savings and
some $120 000 savings on costs related to the 20 staff whose posts were recommended
to be taken out.

13.

He further pointed out that the budget for meetings scheduled for 1982 was

in accordance with the provision of the Treaty and that in the view of the

Committee, this should remain unchanged.
However, the Committee wanted to bring
out the fact that there was a strong likelihood of the Authority and Tribunal
meetings not taking place in 1932 and that the Council of Ministers, the Inter
governmental Commission of Experts and the Trade and Customs Committee would not
hold two meetings each during 1932.

19. As regards the formula for determining contributions of member States to the
budget, the Chairman of the Committee pointed out that the Committee was guided
by the principle of fair participation.
In ether words, they were of the view
that every member State should make a contribution to the budget and that no single
member State should be overburdened by paying nore than its share. At the same
time contributions should, as far as possible, be related to a country's ability to
pay.
It was further agreed that the criteria for determining the contribution of
each member State should;,, as far as possible, reflect apparent advantages ace ruing

to a member State as a result of the PTA arrangements and in particular with
respect to intra-subie^ional exports that are accorded preferential treatment.
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20.

On the basis of these principles,the Committee agreed to recommend

the

adoption of the following:

(a)

no single member State should ba required to contribute towards
the

annual budget of the PTA aiore

budget

than 20 per cent of the total

and the minimum contribution should not be

less than one

per cent of the budget;

(b)

a formula based on Gross Domestic Product, Per Capita National
Income

and

Intra—PTA Exports

accorded preferential

treatment

should be adoptedj

(c)

alternative C in document ECA/t'-^POC/Lusaka/PTA/IX/S which

assigns the weight of 30 per cent to GroGo Domestic Product,
40 per cent to Per Capita National

Income and 3^ Pe** cent to

Intra-PTA Exports was preferable;

'

(d)

the ECA secretariat, with the co—operation of member States,should,
as

a ;;iatter of urgency,

mount

an exercise

to up-date

the data to

1978 in order to make calculations more realistic and adapted to
present conditionsj

(e)

no new structures should be created without prior authorization by
the Council of [Ministers5

(f)

and

50 Per cent of the contributions due from member States of the PTA
should be paid into the budget of the PTA within the first isonth
from the beginning of the financial year to which they relate and

the balance would be due within six (£) months from the beginning

of financial year,l/
21.

At the

level of the Meeting of officials comments were made

clarifications sought with respect to intra—subregional exports,

20 per cent contribution to the budget,
to complete
fact

and

maximum of

the time needed for the ECA secretariat

the exercise on up-dating the data relating to the formula and the

that there was no financial provision for development expenditure

the functioning of the Clearing and Payments

and

how

Arrangements would be financed.

It was explained that intra—subregional exports referred to exports accorded

preferential treatment and that the maximum of 20 per cent was in accordance with
alternative C recommended for

1/

adoption.

This provision was designed to solve problems associated with

different financial budget periods among member States and the difficulties
of obtaining convertible

currency.,
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22.

With regard to the tine needed for the up-dating of data to 1978

a representative of the EGA secretariat indicated that the exercise could be
completed by or before September 1981 if member States co-operated in

providing the required information.
As regards the omission of the financial
provision for the functioning of the Clearing and Payments House from the

1982 budget estimates, the SCA secretariats understanding was that Multi

lateral Clearing

and Payments Arrangements for the PTA would not become

operative immediately the PTA Treaty came

into force.

23.
It was also explained that the host Government would be expected to
provide office accommodation, land, etc. for the PTA secretariat as is
normally the case for institutions of this hind.
This was the reason for no,t
including capital or development expenditure in the budget of the PTA secretariat.

24.

The Comoros was concerned with the proposed formula for determining

contributions to the budget and pointed out that this was not in keeping with.

Article 38 which provides for the Council to exempt the Comoros and Djibouti

from payment of any contributions for three years after the definitive entry
into force of this Treaty.
It was pointed out that the proposed formula was

•

without prejudice to what is contained in Article 38.

25.
Mozambique, while accepting the recommendations of the Committee on
the structure of the PTA secretariat and the formula, still maintained its

reservations on the other institutions provided for under Articles 5-11 of
the Draft Treaty and pointed out that it did not find it necessary for the
Authority to Meet annually.
Mozambique further expressed the view that the
structure of the PTA secretariat should not be examined in isolation from
the other institutions.

26.

At the end of the discussion on these items,and noting Mozambiquefs

reservation, the meeting decided to adopt the proposals submitted by the
Committee regarding the structure of the PTA secretariat for recommendation
to the Resumed Session of the Enlarged Council of Ministers of Trade.
Finance and Planning of the Lusaka

MULPCC.

Tribunal of the Preferential Trade Area (Article 11 of the Draft Treaty)
with specific reference to Document ECA/HULPOC/LusakaypTA/lX/3 on the
Draft Charter of the Tribunal (Agenda~iteftT%.

27.

II)

A member of the secretariat introduced document SCA/FTJLPOC/Lusaka/

PTA/IX/3 which had been prepared in compliance with the decisions of the Joint

Seeeion of the Fourth Meeting of the Lusaka MULPOC Council of ministers and the Seco
Extraordinary Meeting o^ Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning of

Eastern and Southern Africa,
In his introduction the member of the
secretariat pointed out that the Draft General Provisions had been based on
the corresponding provisions of the Treaty of the East African Community.

ECVMUIPOC/Lusaka/PTA?IX/U
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The- leader of the Angolan delegation stated that since his government had not had

time to study the document before his delegation ca^ie to the meeting, he would

™H
ensued

ThT\" " fipSt reading.
reading'

Bl toe Seneral discussion that
th
in t.ie general discussion

several delegates expressed the vie,, that, since the matter was of
1

■

■»

Y ShOUM be conaide^d ^
Meeting
of
Attron
Ln^1
^S cnatUrYt
^ the
the
Meeting
of African
AttroneynGeneral or thelr Semor flePrecentatives
flePrecentatives fror.
fror. Eastern
Eastern and
and Southern
Soth
Afi

as and when the need arose.

It was also agreed that all Members of the Pane!

of appoxntaent
appoxntaent to
to the
the Panel.
Panel.
peraons of

It
It Has also
Chairman should have lepal rmalifintimr. +.',o „„

to the other ..embers of So Panel"
29.

agreed that whUsti

'

,

•* >

x

"^ n<>t necess^ily apply

On the issue of the tern, of office of the ...embers of the Panel

it

agreed that this should not exceed five year, and that ,,e^ If the pL

should
?: 8
should be taken

fOT re~aDP°int"lent- « »- also pointed out that cart

wnen r.al.ing appointeent at the end of the terc of offdcTof

the r,le,,bers of the Panel, to re-appoint So:,e of the outgoing members so af
to i.:aintaxn continuity of knowledge and experience.

30.

On^the question of the teiaporary disqualification of a member of the Panel

frora slttxng on the Tribunal because of his interest in a disoute ^eforltZ

irxounal as well as the question of the appointment of a .ne^er of the P^l, it
tob decided that these aatte* could be dealt with under the rules of Drocedure

thev
,ZnT '
T ^Se Were technical leeal matters, it was decided that
they shoald oe considered bv the Meeting of Attorneys-General or their Senior

Representatives from Eastern and Southern Africa.

33.A/l^JIP0C/Lueaka/PTA/IX/H
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31*

Hie meeting decided fhat the decisions of the Tribunal should be delivered

in public sessions except in cases

could have political, repercussions.
the parties privately,

of

the

Whore

Tribunal was delivered

their opinions or record

32.

9

involving disputes

among member States which

Such decisions should be delivered before

a decision reached by the majority of

in public the dissenting'members' may deliver

their dissent in public,

The meeting decided that advisory opinions of the

requested by the Council either
a member State.

Tribunal way be

on its own initiative or at the recruact of

It was also decided

that a'member State which was not a party

to a dispute before the Tribunal could,
satisfaction of -the

the members

if it Was "able'.to establish to the

Tribunal that its interests were likely to be directly

affected by the decision of- the Tribunal, "intervene1 In that case but limiting
its submissions to supporting or opposing the arguments of a party to the
dispute..

The meeting cpnfirn^d that only mei,.bdri States would be' able to take

matter's'before'the Tribunal* -The. Meet ingV however". decided that provisions .
contained in the I>aft General Provisions on the undertaking by member States
not to submit disputes arising out of the Treaty^ to any method of settlement
except as provided for in the'Treaty; sfhould be afllintained*J

33«

:
.
.
'"
:■;■ ■"•.'*■
•■ "■ ' :- ', '■'
■*. '"
The meeting then decided that the 'Eb-of ^'"General' Provisions or Statutes

concerning the Tribunal of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern

African States should he re-drafted in':t$ff *iglifrof '^he1 above policy decisions
taken by the >4eet;ing. and ;§et out above it they'-'are cpttfii*med by the Resumed

Session of the ■Eh'largod-gonjfessence'of'Ministers of Tr^ade, Finance and Planning
of Eastern and Southern Afp'lcay or ^suc'h other policy decisions "as the Resumed

Session1 iiaght.rtfke.;

The-meeting'also decided tha£ thW re^draf ting could be

undertaken by the ]£feet-ing of Attorneys-General or| their" Senior Representatives

fronv Eastern and Southern: ■rtfirie'ah. 'States if possibl^r'dur'iiig the course of the
i.ieeting of the Resumed Session

■■

'

v' ';J

';'/
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Consideration of Article 19 of the Draft Treaty^ tin relation to "Internal

d the protection of: infant industries im[Agenda item ^

34-

Introducting the

agenda

itemt

fe

a representative of the Secretariat

drew

the attention of the.meeting to paragraph 46 of the "Foreword" to the proposed

Treatyp where it is suggested that the new paragraph 6 of Article 16 of the
Treaty should be amended to read as follows!
"For the purpose of protecting an infant or strategic
products of which are on the Common List,

industry

a Member State may,

provided that it has taken all reasonable steps to protect such
infant or a strategic industry,

impose for the purpose only of

protecting such industry, for a specific period to be determined by the
Council, quantitative or the like restriction or prohibitions on
similar goods originating from the other Member States".

35-

The deliberation which followed centred on three main issues, namely?

protection of infant or strategic industries,
of internal legislation...
'
*

36=

discrimination and enactement

Regarding the protection gf infant or strategic industries,

,

it was

agreed that the amendment proposed by the secretariat in the new paragraph
6 of Article 16 of the Pifoposed Treaty was acceptable,
37.

One delegation maintained its previous stand t°. the effect

chat Article

19 which prohibits member States from "enacting legislation which directly or

indirectly aiscriminates against the same or like products originating from
another member State or 'which is' in conflict with or which frustrates the
attainraent of the objectives of this Treaty" would jeopardise the sovereign!ty
of Ivlcinber Statesv ■ In Its viewf the substance o£ these pjsovisions was well

covered by the p^oyfsipns of Article 4 (on'General undertakings) and Article 18
(on moet favoured nation treatment) of the Proposed Treaty, Accordingly, the
delegation suggested that Article 19 be deleted from the Treaty»
38O

On the grounds that provisions of Article 4 a**e rather general while

those of Article 19 are specific,

and that the nufon- clause is a standard
provision in all international preferential trade agreements, several

delegations expressed the view that Article 19 of the Proposed Treaty should
be retained without any amendment, to ensure full observance of the preferential
trade arrangements^
However, some other delegations felt that since the
provisions of the last part of Article 19 were adequately covered by the

provisions of Article* 4 *he amendment proposed by Tanzania (and not Angola
as had wrongly been recorded in the Proposed Treaty) and which reads as
follows,

should be adoptedt

"The Member States shall as much as possible refrain from enacting
legislation which discriminates against the same or like products
originating from another Member States"»

EGA/ !■ lULPOC/ Lus ale a/ PTA/ DC/11
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Yet another delegation suggested that while the amendment proposed

by Tanzania was acceptable,

the application of the provision should be

limited to those commodities appearing on the Common Listo
40«

Since no con ^nsus could be reached on these issues the meeting
decided to refer the Article to the Resumed Session of the Enlarged

Council of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning of the Lusaka MUIPOC
for decisione

Consideration of Article 20 of the Proposed Treaty on Re-export of goods.

and Transit trade in relation to the "Free Port" of Djibouti. (Agenda item 4 -IV)

41,

Responding to the Chairman's request for its stand on this issue,

the

Djibouti delegation informed the meeting that its position had not changed.
Reviewing the economic situation of. its country, the delegation reiterated
that Djibouti,

as revealed in the study undertaken by the EGA secretariat

on the special situation of Djibouti and the Comoros, is'a poor newly
independent country with very limited resources and hardly any "originating"
commodities for export.
In the circumstances, the country is dependent on
the services rendered by
the Free Port of Djibouti and the re-exportation

of goods to other countries for her budgetary revenueo

In this connexion

the delegation pointed out that re-exports actually constitute 80 per cent
of Djibouti's exports and that the earnings from such trade account for 70

per cent of the country's budgetary revenue,.

Accordingly the delegation

appealed to the meeting to appreciate its country's economic situation and

exempt Djibouti from the full application of the provisions of paragraph 1 of
Article 20 of the Proposed Treaty.,

42.

In the discussion which followed,

one delegation suggested that Djibouti

be exemoted from the provisions of the Article for a specified period (say
5 years') to enable the country to re-adjust its economy, and that if necessary
such exemption be set out in a special protocol.
However, another delegation,
was of the view that Djibouti's problem in this connexion could be alleviated
by the country entering into bilateral agreements on re-exportation of goods
with the respective countrieso

43>

As no consensus could be reached by the meeting' on Djibouti's request

it was decided to refer the matter to the Resumed Session of the Enlarged

Conference of Ministers of Trade,

Finance and Planning for decision.

Relations between the PTA and other multinational _co^ooeration. arrangements

with sp_e_cific reference to Article 43 of the Draft Treaty (agenda item 4 ~V)
44.
After an introduction by the secretariat giving the background to the
issue, two delegations expressed the view that no discussion should take
place
It would only be necessary for Mozambique to indicate whether or
not she had changed her position on this issue since the Maseru meeting..
Mozambique stated that although she was prepared to discuss the issue in
detail,

she would limit herself to re-stating her reservation in cosnpliance

with the views expressed by the two delegations..
The delegation of Mozambique
therefore went on to indicate
that it still maintained its position in favour
of the exclusion from paragraph 1 of Article 43 o£ the phrase "except as
provided for in this Treaty, not derogate from the provisions of this Treaty".

ECA/ MJLPOC/ Luc aka/ PTA/ K/11
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It wac accordingly decided to rsfer the issue to the Resumed Session of the

Enlarged Conference of Ministers of Trade Finance and Planning*

Proposal to include a new Article *jl in the Draft Treaty which^.

ffj

for the _right of any member State not to observe the provisions of the Treaty

in relation to .some, member States under certain conditions (agenda item k - VT)
45-

The delegation of Tanzania stated that this issue was discussed at the

Maseru Ministerial Meeting and a final decision vras reached as reflected in

the Report of the Ministerial Meeting.

The

delegation therefore had nothing

more to say»

C_l_earing and oayments arranp;ements (Annex_ VI) .with specifie ref erence to mthe
definition of

"Services"

and the secretariat1^ jstudy^ in this matter

(Document ^KfumP^Jjo^B^fyftTl^/k) (Agenda item j - VII)

46.

"

Mozambique informed the meeting that she had not had enough time to

analyze the study prepared by

the

ECA secretariat and that the consulations

initiated by the Maseru Council of Ministers had not been finalized*
However, Mozambique had some positive comments to make.
The study had some
positive revelations but did not take into account some basic factors and
indicators..
For example, the statistics used were those of 1978 before the
independence of Zimbabwe when Mozambique was waging a wpj? of liberation
against the British Colony of Southern Rhodesia,

at all on future perspectives-

and the study did not dwell

The question of transit trade was very

important for Mozambique because she serves seven countries and therefore
this had a big impact on the balance of payments of Mozft.ibique«
Therefore,
Mozambique's difficulty was not limited to the question of the definition

of services*

Hence,

Mozambique's reservation was on the whole protocol*

Mozambique"s position was that a decision on this issue was a prerequisite
to

discussing the wh^il^ protocol-

should be

However,

Mozambique accepts that there

a multilateral payments systenu

BLS Protocol (Annex %IljL(jteiu 4 - VII3: )._„...
47-

I" introducting this item,

the Chairman reminded the meeting that there

was general agreement on this Protocol except that the BIS States still had
to consult with South Africa,
Agreement of

1979*

a party to the Southern African Customs Union

The BLS States informed the meeting that during a Technical

Committee Meeting of the Customs Union held in Maseru this year,

they had

raised the issue and South Africa had promised to comply with the request as
soon as possibleAfrica.,

However,

up to now the BLS States had not heard from South

Efforts to finalize this issue would continue..
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48.
Swaziland drew attention to the fact that, at the Maseru meeting,
was proposed and agreed that Article 3 paragraph 2 of the BLS Protocol

13

it

-should stand alone, that sub-paragraphs (*), (b) and (d) be re-numbered
'as'3 to 5/and ^he existing paragraph 3 should become paragraph 6- .The
bracketed areas appearing in paragraph 3 thereof were to-be deleted'.

The Lesotho, delegation stated that the exemptions given to the BLS States
on the Rules of Origin should appear under the BLS Protocol since the
unique situation of the BLS States was not

limited to their membership

in SACUA,
49.

The delegation of Lesotho went on to express its concern about

the fact that the Protocol did not completely address the unique
geographic,,

social and economic situation of that country..

The view

of Lesotho was that the protocol dealt only with the question of the

membership of BLS States in the Southern African Customs Union Agreement, ■
but paid no attention to other forms of social and economic links with
South Africa, ignoring as it does, the geography, the Rand Monetary Agreement^
the Migrant Labour Agreement and Transportation and communications
linkages with South Africa,.
These may inhibit meaningful and active
participation of Lesotho right from the start„
50.

The Exequtive Secretary of ECA pointed out that the protocol

on BIS States did not ignore these .factors.
He referred the
meeting to the preamble of the protocol that recognizes the

"special socio-economic conditions"in those areas,, and to Article 4
of the same Protocol.,
The emphasis put on SACUA had to do with the
recognized need for trade promotion among amember States,

which

was a main objective of the PTA0

51.
On the baeis of those observations, the BLS Protocol .
was adopted, and note was taken.of the observations made by
LesothoThe meeting urged that discussion with South Africa
on this Protocol should be finalised as soon as possible-

;
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nsters at
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the Ha,Seru
Ha
B th,t the Ministers
meetin" had not

held

agreed m principle on the
the establishment
etbliht of
f the Rink.

brief i

in

a representative of the

proposals had ,een Spared to t^t^ot^ L

expressed the view that there B.,8 no need to amend

accordingly.

55-

U of the

Following these interventions, discussion centred

in the

should be amended

on the following issues:

of a, Eastern a.nd Southern ..frioan Development am'- ^
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(b)
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ivhether or not it was appropriate for the officials meeting to
consider the Report of the Meeting of Experts from Ministries of

.

Finance and Central Banks with a view to., amending its conclusions
and recommendations

before transmitting it to the forthcoming

Resumed Session of the Enlarged Council of Ministers of the Lusaka
MULPOC;

(c)

•

■

■

■

wnether or not the experts from Ministries of Finance and Contral Banks
had exceeded their mandate in questioning, i£jj9\fciiii&*1 ^e nQQd f°r
the establishment of such a bank and givin;
a fresh technical

(d)

whether Chapter IX of the Proposed Treaty should be amended, or remain
as it

56*

new terms of reference, for

study;

is.

On the question of whether^or not agreement had been reached regarding the

establishment of a subregional development bank, a number of delegations
reiterated that the Enlarged Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning
held in Maseru had decided in principle that a subregional development bank should
They pointed out that it is for this reo,son that the Ministers had'
be set up.
decided that the study should consider the possibilit}?1 of not only converting the
East African Development Bank: into the proposed subregion :;•! bank, but also of
widening its functions to include trade financing.
57*

A number of other delegations,

however,

actually been reached by the Ministers.
in principle

did not

felt that no such decision had

They expressed the view that agreement

amount to commitment

by the Ministers to the establishment

of the Bank.'. They were of the opinion that the Ministers' decision to refer the
experts study on the bank to a meeting of Experts
from Ministries of Finance
and Central Banks for consideration was a clear.indication that decision would
only be made jfter receiving the views and recommendations of the Officials1
meeting.

In this connection,

one delegation recalled that at the

sixth meeting of

the INT held in Gaborone, it had been decided to place the Treaty provisions
relating- to the establishment of the subregional development bank in square'

brackets.
Furthermore, some delegations indicated that in the circumstances,
the respective financial institution could be a development bank, a fund or some
other institution, as may "be reecommended by experts on the basis of a new study.

58*.
Report

As to whether it was appropriate for the Officials meeting to consider the
of the Meeting of Experts from the Ministries of Finance ^nd

with a view to amending its conclusions and recommendations,

Central Banks

one delegation felt

that this was necessary because the Officials represented at the meeting were
advisers to the Ministers to whom the report was to be presented.
Supporting '
this view another delegation stated tha-t

a report which has not been discussed.

it vjould find it difficult to endorse

Furthermore,

some other delegations felt

that discussion of the report was necessary because it v/crs "based on wrong
premises.
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59.
Some delegations ha;ever expressed the view that the report should not
be discussed by the Officials meeting and that' it should only be. noted -.nd
passed on to the Ministers for consideration end. necessary decision.
In this
connection one delegation pointed out that the report ias c mere reflection of
the views expressed by an expert meeting at which all countries attending the

officials meeting were represented.- Accordingly, the delegation did not"see the need
for.re-opening discussion on the report.

60.

As regards the scope of the mandate given to the

Exports,

from Ministries

of Finance end Central Banks, one delegation stated that the experts had rone
beyond their mandate not only in proposing a detailed study under new terms of
reference, but also in suggesting that the proposed financial institution could
The delegation further pointed out that even
be a fund or some other institution.

if the decision by the Ministers on the establishment of the subregional bank was
considered inappropriate by the experts, the only authorities who could'change this
decision would be the Ministers themselves.

61.

On the other hand,several delegations did not agree that the experts from

62.

As to whether Chapter IX of the Proposed-Treaty could be amended or changed,

Ministries of Finance and Central Banks.had acted, beyond their mandate in.
proposing the respective recommendations.
In this connection, some delegations
felt that since, in their view, decision on the establishment of the bank or
some other financial institution would depend on the availability of additional
data and information which is not given in the experts study, the recommendations
made in the experts1 report were in:order,
.
..'

many delegations stated that since the respective provisions had actually been
agreed upon by the Ministers at the Maseru meeting, the Chapter could not be
amended by the Officials meeting.

63.

Some other delegations, however, felt that since, in their view, agreement

had yet to be reached on the type of financial institution to be established, the
Chapter should be amended to reflect the new situation.

64.

In view of the above situation, the Executive Secretary of 3CA reviewed the

background to the proposal to establish a subregional development bank.
He
informed the meeting that the Ministers had at all their meetings stressed the
need for a development bank for promoting the operations of the proposed Preferential

Trade Area. He confirmed that at the Maseru meeting the Ministers had indeed .agreed
on the establishment of a subregional development benk ,nd on the widening of the
functions of the bank to include trade financing.
In this connection the Tlinisters

also directed that a Draft Charter of-the Bank be prepared for consideration at their
Resumed Session,
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Regarding the question as to'whether the proposed new bank should be

brought about by way of converting the existing H:iDB into a subregion:!
development bank for the Eastern and Southern African Subregion,which was a
different issue altogether from that of the agreement in principle on the
establishment of a subregional development bank, he informed the meeting that
decision had yot to be re-ached on this matter and that this was still subject
to negotiation.
On the question of amending Chapter IX of the Proposed Treaty
ho suggested that except for the deletion of the note appearing under .Article 35»
it should not be tempered with since the respective provisions have already been
agreed upon by the Ministers.

66",\.

.Referring to the terms of reference for the new study proposed by the meeting

of/Experts-from the'Ministries of Finance and-Central B^nks, the Executive

Secretary suggested the deletion of sub-paragraphs (:■■), (b), (c), (e),(f).and (h)
on the grounds that these were not necessary for a feasibility study on the
establishment of the proposed subr.egional development bank which has already been

agreed upono

..

'

67«

Following this brief intervention by the Executive Secretary, the meeting
pro.ae.eded. t-o examine the terras of reference proposed by the experts meeting
for the new study on the establishment of a subregi'onal development bank.
However,
the decision to examine the terms of reference proposed by the experts meeting was
not

acceptable, to some delegations on. the grounds that the need for a development
bank^or sone other financial institution had not been conclusively established.
Hence they suggested that all the terms of reference should be retained, with
certain amendments where necessary.

68,.

Som:e. delegations proposed thatssince the need for the "bank had already been

established,

the words "and that

it was necessary,inter alia.to establish more

conclusively the need or otherwise for the bank" appearing in the preamble of the
terms of reference

should be deleted.

For

similar ,\nd other reasons,

a number of

delegations ^sp proposed the deletion of sub-jjara^raphs (a)t (b), (c), ,(e)v (f)
and (h) from the .terms of reference,.: and the. combination of subrparseraphs , (d) and
(j)o These proposals were, however, not acceptable to some delegations.' One .
delegation suggested; that sub-paragraph, (a) should be amended to read:

"To review

the'economic situation of the Eastern and Southern .ifrican subregion with a view to
highlighting the need for a- subregional financial institution", and that this review
should be on the same lines as the studies undertaken by the EC^i. secretariat in this
respect.. ...Furthermore, the delegation proposed the addition' of ■ another sub-paragraph
to the terms of reference which had been omitted in the terms of reference, to
read\as follows: ..
.
.

■

(n)

"To look into the mechanisms which would maintain the
African character of the proposed Bank,"

69»

Regarding the proposed amendment to sub-paragraph (a) one delegation suggested

the addition of the words "within the context of the proposed Preferential Tr:^de
at the end of that sub-paragraph.
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70.
Thus, agreement was reached on the retention of sub-para<?raph (c) (-.s
amended), (d) (combined with (j))t (i)f (k)f (i)f (m) c,nd th/new (n). But

there was no consensus on the amendment proposed to the preamble and the
retention of sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (e), (f) and (h) of the proposed terms of
reference, Furthermore, no consensus was-reached on the -proposal to amend
Chapter IX of the proposed Treaty. In the circumstances, it was decided that the
report of the meeting of Experts from the Ministries of Finance and Central Banks
including- the terms of reference for the proposed stud- ,vnd the Draft Charter of
the proposed bank should be submitted to the Besumed Session of the Salaried

Conference of Ministers together with the comments of the Officials for consideration

and necessary decision.

Items left over from, the Eighth Meeting of the INT in Maseru_anri which were not passed

to the Joint Session of the Fourth Meeting of .the. Lusaka MJLFOC OounoiTof T,linisTerT
and the Second Sbctraordinary.Conference of Ministers of Trade'. Finance' k^
1 agenda item 5

(a)
(b)

' '

Item (iii) of sub-parsgraph (a) of paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the

proposed FEA Treaty concerning Clearing and Payments Arrangements;

Item (iv) of sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the

proposed PTA Treaty concerning co-operation in the field of Transport

and Communications;

(c)

- .

......

...

Item (xi) of sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the

proposed PTA Treaty concerning Standardization and Quality Control of

Goods;

(d)

'

and

Item (v) of su1?rparagraph (b) of paragraph 4 of -Article 3 of the

proposed Treaty"concerhin- the progressive adoption of a Common
Commercial Policy.

71.

The delegation of Zimbabwe reminded the meet in: "that the above items were

inadvertently omitted from the agenda of the Joint Meeting of the Fourth Lusaka
MULPOC Council of Ministers and the Second Extraordinary Conference of J-xnisters
of Trade, Finance, and Planning hold in Maseru.. He therefore su^-ested 2nd it
was agreed that these items be submitted for consideration by the Resumed' Session
of the Enlarged, Conference of Ministers of Tra,de, Finance a.nd P

other business fagenda. itemj>_)_

72.

'

The delegate of Tanzania, expressed the view that the provisions of Article 22

of the Draft Treaty were prohibitive i/ith respect to those produots which enjoy
a certain amount of drawback or exemption from duties. He felt that the issue
should be reviewed after an initial period of ten years. Iklawi supported Tanzania's

view
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The delegation of Malawi went on to inform tho moetinr; that Malawi was

willing and ready to participate actively in the PTA arrangements since the
provisions of the Draft Treaty and its Annexes were generally acceptable to
them,

74-

However, Malawi felt thot a proviso similar to thi;t of paragraph 5 of

Article 16 of the Draft Treaty, which it welcomed should appear in Article 13 to

enable member States facing budgetary problems to impose duties on the commodities
that otherwise would enjoy preferential treatment.
Furthermore, the delegate of Malawi
indicated that his country had some problems with the Rules of Origin as they now
appear in the relevant

Protocol,

75*
In reply to an enquiry by Zimbabwe, a representative of the secretariat
explained that the indicative Common List of Commodities would be annexed to the

Treaty and that there was agreement on the grouping of commodities and tariff
reductions shown against each group.
Negotiations on a product by product basis

would take place after the Treaty came into force,

Adoption of the report (agenda item 7)

76.

The report of the meeting of Officials fro;* Eastern and Southern African

States was adopted on 17 May 1931.
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ANNEX

I

I

OF REFERENCE FOR THE STUDY ON IKE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SU3REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT BANK FOR TIE EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN STATES PROPOSED
BY THE MEETING OF EXPERTS FROM MINISTRIES OF FINANCE AND CENTRAL BANKS
Noting that the study prepared by the EGA Secretariat in collaboration with
the African Development Bank and the African Centre for ftonetary Studies on the
basis of the terms of reference issued by the third meeting of the Lusaka MULPOC

Council of Ministers on the establishment of an Eastern and Southern African
Development 3ank was incomplete, and that it was necessary inter-alia to
establish more conclusively the need or otherwise for the Bank, the Resumed
Session of the Enlarged Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning
decided that a revised study on the feasibility of establishing the subregional
Development Bank should be undertaken by the EGA Secretariat with the following
terms of reference.

(a)

To review the socio-economic background of the Eastern and Southern
African Subregion with a view to identifying the priority areas and
projects to be financed by the Sank,

(b)

lb determine whether the development needs of the subregion

may be

met by the establishment of a Development Bank or a Fund and similar
subregional developmental lending institutions,

(c)

To analyse the development needs of the subregion as reflected in

the member States' development plans with a view to determining
the financial resources required, taking into account the financial
resources that may be available to the Bank, the ability of each
member State to contribute to the capital stock of the subregional
Bank, and the possible lending volume of the Sank,

(d)

To deterr.ri.ne the financial viability of the proposed Bank if
.established fror- scratch or based on the EALO, including the projected
profit and less account, balance sheet, sources and application of
funds and manpower requirements over a five year period.

(e)

To identify multinational projects which could be financed or
co—financed by the Bank, and determine the priority to be given to
such projects in relation to national projects.
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(f)

Taking into account the small size of intra-subregional trade, to

indicate which areas of trade could be financed by the proposed
Bank, having in raind the need to establish a special fund for this
purpose with a separate account,

(g)

In determining the capital stock of the proposed Bank, the study

should look into the wechanisus that will enable the member States
to effectively control the Bank,

(h)

To indicate how the establishment of the proposed Bank will result

in additional investment resources being made available to the
subregion.. and solve problems which other existing institutions
including,

(i)

AHB have not been able to solve,

To indicate the financial conditions under which the proposed Bank

will operate with respect to the terms and conditions of its
borrowings and lending.
In this connexion consideration should be
given to the establishment an interest subsidy fund and a concessional

lending soft window in the Bank including their cost implications to

the member countries,

(j)

To identify the advantages and disadvantages of a new subregional

Development Bank as against the advantages and disadvantages of

transforming EAE8 into the subregional Bank.

(k)

To make an objective evaluation of the assets and liabilities of

EADB with the assistance of an expert group, comprising an accountant,
an

(1)

(in)

(n)

.economist and

a lawyer,

To indicate tho investment record of EAQB over the last six years

including projects in the pipeline,

To recomi.iend on the status of the acsets and liabilities of EADB in

the event of its being transformed into the proposed subregional
development bank and on the mechanises for settling such assets and
liabilities ar.iong the Members of the proposed Bank.

To look into the mechanisms which would maintain the African

character of the nrooosed Bank.

'

■■■--■

EGA

Annex II

ANNEX II

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE STUDY ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SUBREGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT BANK FOR EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN STATES ON WHICH THSRE
WAS CONSENSUS AT THE MEETING OF OFFICIALS FROM EASTERN AND SOUTHERN
AFRICAN STATES

(1)

To review the economic situation of the Eastern and

Southern African Subrsgion with a view to highlighting the
need for a subregional financial institution within the context
of the PTA0

(2)

To determine the financial viability of the proposed Bank if

established from scratch or basec. on the EADB with a view to
identifying the advantages and disadvantages of a new
subregionai Development Bank as against the advantages and
disadvantages of transforming EADB into the subregional
Bank, including the projected profit and less account, balance
sheet, sources and application of funds and manpower
requirements over a five year period*

(3)

In determining the capital stock of the proposed Bank, the
study should look into the mechanisms that will enable the

member States to effectively control the Bank*

(4)

To indicate the financial conditions under which the proposed
Bank will operate with respect to the terras and conditions

of its borrowingsand lending.

In this connexion consideration

should be given to the establishment of an interest subsidy fund

and a concessional lending soft window in the Bank including

their cost implications to the member countries.

(5)

To make an objective evaluation of the assets and liabilities
of EADB with the assistance of an expert group comprising
an accountant,

an economist and a lawyer.

(6)

To indicate the investment record of EAD3 over the last six

(?)

To recommend on the statue of the assets and liabilities of

years including projects in the pipeline.

EADB in the event of its being transformed into the proposed
subregional
.".eveloomont bank and on the mechanisms for
settling such assetc and liabilities anong the members of

the proposed Bank*

(d)

To look into the mechanisms which would maintain the African
character of the proposed Bank,

